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Game: Super Smash Bros Brawl
Characters: Link X Pit
Type: Tickling, licking
By Meeper22 : http://meeper22.deviantart.com/art/Link-tickle-tortures-Pit-98537201

It was a day like any other day in the Hyrule Temple.
Well, in the Super Smash Bros. Brawl world anyway. Link
and Pit were fighting against each other.
They each only had one stock left.
Pit was at 87% damage and Link was at 79% damage.
All of a sudden a smash ball appeared.
Link tried to make a grab for it but Pit got to it first.
Pit then unleashed his final smash, Palutena’s Army.
The centurions appeared and then two of them hit Link dead on.
Link went flying off screen and was seen in the background and
disappeared in a speck of light.
Narrator: GAME! THE WINNER IS… PIT!
Afterwards, Link was relaxing while his body healed up from
the brawl he had with Pit.
???: Hey Link.
Link turned around and saw Pit. Pit walked towards Link and
sat next to him.
Pit: You ok?
Link: Yeah I’m fine. That fight took a lot out of me.
Pit: Me too. I’d just like to rest for a little while.
Wake me when there is another fight going on.
Link: no problem.
Pit then lay down on his back and started sleeping.
Link then noticed something about Pit.
He saw how big and nice his feet were and wondered
something about Pit. That’s when an idea started
forming in Link’s head. Link then carried Pit to the
Hyrule Temple as carefully as he could so Pit wouldn’t
wake up. He then put Pit on a table and tied him up in a
spread eagle position. That’s when Pit started
waking up.
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Pit: Huh…. Wha?
Pit tried to move but realized he couldn’t.
He saw that his arms and legs were tied really tight.
Then he saw Link standing above him with an evil grin.
Pit: Link, what’s going on?
Link: Well I really wanted to win that fight we had, since
I didn’t, I wanted to get some payback on you.
Pit started to get nervous.
Pit: What are you going to do?
Link: I’m going to find out if you have a certain
weakness that I would love to exploit.
Link then went to Pit’s feet and took off his sandals.
Pit was confused.
Pit: What are you doing?
After Link took off his sandals, he then took some of his
fingers and slowly tickled Pit’s left foot. Pit let out
a few giggles.
Pit: HEEHEEHEEHEEHEEHEEHEEHEEHEEHEEHEEHEE!
Link’s grin grew wider.
Link: Oh ho, so you are ticklish.
That just makes this a whole lot more fun.
Pit then started sweating.
He was hoping no one would find out he was ticklish
especially Link. Link started tickling the heels of
Pit’s feet. Pit still only giggled a little.
Pit: HEEHEEHEEHEEHEE….come on stop it….HEEHEEEHEEHEEEHEEEHEHEEEHEEHEHEEHEEHEE
Link: I see that we are going to have to go higher.
Link moved his fingers up and started tickling the soles
of Pit’s feet. That’s when Pit started laughing.
Pit: HAHAHAHHAHAAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHA!!!
Link: That’s the response I wanted to hear.
Link tickled faster and harder on the soles of Pit’s feet.
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Pit just kept on laughing.
Pit: HAHHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHASSSSSSSSSTTTTTTTTTTAAAA
AAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPHAHAHAHAHAHA
HAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!!
Link: But I just got started.
Link moved his fingers to Pit’s arches and tickled fast
and hard.
Pit: HAHHAAHAHAHAHAHHHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAAHHAHAAHHAHAHAHAHHAHAHOHOHO
HOHOHOHOHOHOHOHOHHOHOHOHOOOHOHHOHOHAHAHA
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!
Link started tickling under and in between Pit’s toes.
Pit laughed louder and higher than before.
Pit: WAAHAHHAHAAHHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAHHAHAHA
HAHAHAHAHAHAHHAAHHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHHAAHANNN
NNNNNNNNNNNOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOMMMMMMMMM
MMMMOOOOOOOOOORRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRREEEEEEEEEEEE
EEHAHAAHHHAHAHAHHAHAHHAHAHAHHHAHAPPPPPPPPPPP
PPPPLLLLLLLLLLLEEEEEEEEEEAAAAAAAAAASSSSSSSSSSSSS
SSEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEHHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
HAHAHA!!!!
Link: Not yet. I want to see how they taste.
Link untied Pit’s feet but had a hold on them so Pit
couldn’t kick Link.
Link tied his feet closer together.
Then Link opened his mouth, extended his tongue, and
actually started licking Pit’s feet.
Pit was screaming in laughter.
Pit: HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHA
HAHHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAAHHAHAHHAHHAHHAHAHHAHAHAHA
HAHAHAHHAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
HAHAHA!!!
Link licked the balls of Pit’s feet.
Pit was thrashing in his bonds and laughing really loud.
Pit: WAAAHHAHAHAHHAHAHHAAHHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHA
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHADDDDDDDD
DDDDOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOONNNNNNNNNNNNNTTTTT
TTTTTTTTHAHAHAHAHHAHHAHHAHHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
HAHAHAHAHAMMMMMMMMMMMMEEEEEEEERRRRRRRRRRRRRR
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RRRRRCCCCCCCCCCCCCYYYYYYYYYYYYYHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAAHA
HAHA!!!
Link: But your feet are so yummy.
Link licked Pit’s arches.
Pit was forming tears in his eyes.
Pit: HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHA
HAHAHAAHAHHAHAHHAAHAHHAHAAHHAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!!
Link started licking Pit’s toes and actually sucked on
them as well. Pit’s voice had died down from
laughing so much.
Pit: HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
HAHAAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHHAHAHAAHHAHHAHAAHA
HAHAHAHHAHHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHA
HAIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIICCCCCCCCCCCCCAAAAAAAAAAAAAANNNNN
NNNNNNTTTTTTTTTTTTTAHAHAHAHHAHAHHAAHHAAHHHAAHAHAHA
HAHHAHAHAHAHHHAHAHAHHAAHHAHAHAHAHHHAATTTTTTTTTTTAA
AAAAAAAAAKKKKKKKKKKKKEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
ITTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTAHAHAHAHAHHAAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHAAHAHAHA
HAHAHAHAHHAAHHHAAHAHHAAHAHAHAHAAHAHHAHHAHAHAHAHA
HAHAHAHAHA!!!
Link: Your toes are so tasty.
Link was sucking and licking all over Pit’s toes and feet.
Pit: HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAAHAHAHAHHAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHA
HAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHHAHHAHAHHAAHAHAHHAHHAHAHA
HAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHA……..
Pit passed out.
Link licked his feet some more and finally stopped.
Link: MMMMM. You have some yummy feet there Pit.
Link untied Pit and took him to a teleportation pod to Skyworld.
Link couldn’t get over what he did to Pit and would love
to do it again sometime.
Pit was transported to Skyworld but was still unconscious and
yet he had a smile on his face.
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